
Appendix B - Glossary 

Abbreviation Term Explanation

DBH Diameter at Breast 
Height

The diameter of the tree trunk in question, ‘breast height’ is taken to be 1.3 
metres above ground level. Multi-stem trees have their stems measured 
separately and indicated as so in the tree schedule. Trees with abnormal 
growths, branch unions or other obstructions at 1.3 m will have their 
measurements taken immediately below said obstructions.

RPA Root Protection Area The area in metres squared of the potential underground rooting constraints

AMS Arboricultural Method 
Statement This dictates the procedure for works to be carried out around the protected trees

RPA Root Protection Area Circular area surrounding tree with a radius based on the DBH of the tree, as 
calculated in BS 5837:2012. RPA Radius = 12 x DBH

AIA Arboricultural Impact 
Assessment What will the impact be on the trees with the proposed develeopment

VTA Visual Tree 
Assessment

A system of tree inspection devised by Claus Mattheck using visual signs to read 
the body language of trees & aid with the diagnosis of potential defects.

TPP Tree Protection Plan This describes the process on how the work is to be carried out around the 
trees

BS5837 2012 British Standards  British Standard 5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition & construction 
- Recommendations. 

Codominant stem Two stems on a tree which can suggest a weakened union

V union with bark 
inclusion

Usually with a codominant stem, as above but with up to an additional 42% weak 
union 

Y Young
Tree which has not yet established a significant rooting structure in the ground & 
has not developed a significant branching structure - its form is largely 'whip' like 
in nature & it could normally be easily transplanted or replaced.

EM Early Mature

Tree which has established a significant rooting structure & has developed a 
noticeable internal scaffold structure, it differs from a mature version of its species 
only in size but not in relative proportions of its structure. Trees in this age class 
will still be developing significantly in height & spread.

M Mature
Tree which has established a significant root-plate & which is over 50% of the 
way through its usual life expectancy. Trees in this age class will still be 
developing significantly in spread but less significantly in height.

OM Over Mature

Tree which has fully established & will no longer be able to continue increasing in 
size due to its age, it may be showing signs of decline such as localised dieback 
but does not need to do so by definition. However it should be expected that 
signs of structural deterioration will soon become apparent.

V Veteran

Tree which is showing veteran tree characteristics such as very significant crown 
retrenchment, extensive internal cavitation & possess significant cultural, 
ecological &/or historical value. Size is a common indicator of these 
characteristics but is not an essential requirement, for example, ancient coppices 
may possess veteran tree characteristics but may have a stunted form. Age is a 
stronger indicator but again not essential as veteran characteristics can be 
encouraged in younger trees.

- Minor Deadwood Deadwood under 50 mm in diameter

- Major Deadwood Deadwood which is equal to or greater than 50 mm in diameter

- Retrenchment

Retrenchment: progressive reduction in the size of the crown of an old tree, by 
means of the 
dieback or breakage of twigs and small branches, accompanied by the enhanced 
development of the lower or inner parts of the crown.
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